We obtain various characterizations of monotonically normal spaces which not only answer various questions of Zenor but also allow an elementary proof of a result of Heath and Lutzer. We also prove that elastic spaces are monotonically normal.
Recently P. Zenor introduced the class of monotonically normal spaces (his results will appear in [3] ). Soon afterward, R. Heath and D. Lutzer proved that each linearly ordered topological space is monotonically normal (see [3] ). Since Zenor did not know if monotonically normal spaces were hereditarily monotonically normal and the result of Heath and Lutzer had a very long proof, my interest in the study of these spaces was aroused. The characterizations of monotonically normal spaces which follow not only answer Zenor's questions but also permit us to prove, quite easily, that linearly ordered topological spaces and elastic spaces are monotonically normal. 2. An application. Throughout this section, E is an elastic space (see [5] for definition) and 0* is an elastic base for E. Furthermore, for i= 1, 2, let P^iP^Px, Pt) e^or (Pt, P2) e 0>}. Proof.
Because of Theorem 1.2(d), it suffices to show that for each open £/<= E and x e U there exists an open neighborhood Ux of x such that Uxr\Vyji 0 implies x e V or y e U. This is easily done. Indeed for each open U^E and xeU, let P(U, x)t be any element of ^ such that xeP(U, x)1cP(f7, x)2c U. Then let £4 = P(U, x)x -(X -x)(P(U, x)).
Let us now suppose that Uxr\Vy^0, x $ V and y £ U. Then P(U, x^n P(V,y)l9£0 which implies that P(U, x\<:P{V,y)x orP(F, y^PÍJJ, x)v
This yields a contradiction.
(For example, P(U, x)1^P(V,y)1, given that P(U, x)^P{U, x)2<=U^(X-y), implies that Ux <=P(U, x)xc (X-y)(P(V,y)), in contradiction with Ux(~\Vy^0.) This completes the proof. Gruenhage [4] has proved that the Sorgenfrey line (the real line with the half-open interval topology) is not elastic, even though it clearly is monotonically normal.
